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A Personal Note...

Thank you for buying this book! I hope you find it full of useful information to help you realize your 

potential.

To write a book like this took many, many hours of hard work. Please do not copy or give it away to 

someone who has not paid for it.

If your friends, family or associates are interested in this book, then please refer them to my website 

www.untappedbrilliance.com where they can purchase their own copy. This will allow me to continue to 

create helpful and informative information in the future.

Warmly, Jacqueline

Important Note 

The information contained in this book is not a substitute for any recommendations or advice of your  

doctor or medical professional. They must always be consulted before commencement of any new diet,  

exercise or lifestyle change.
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Audio Version

Prefer to listen to this ebook? Use the links below to download the mp3 files. 

Introduction: 

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/ca0ef3a3-d721-9f8c-869d-345e4efbccce.mp3

Step 1: Getting and Keeping Organized 

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/dbb9eb79-0f54-c638-136a-1dbb5f081412.mp3

Step 2: How To Focus and Concentrate in Class 

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/ea825c54-18fe-a524-16d1-6933ed7862f3.mp3

Step 3: Writing assignments and Homework 

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/7d4bbc22-56fb-ee2a-c19c-b6b8c5913a71.mp3

Step 4 How to get support for your ADHD from your School http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/d0a525f0-51f6-

e3e6-551a-241fa220ec3c.mp3

Step Five. Why treating and managing your ADHD is more important than ever before 

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/dafb9a7f-319c-ca80-3de7-fe52e24636f3.mp3

Step 6 Managing ADHD characteristics: Depression, Anxiety and Worry 

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/c259e25d-1946-396e-6dab-b1e744925888.mp3

Step 7 Communication Skills 

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/f95ec3f6-b7b0-6862-ae2e-ada20475321d.mp3

Step 8 Common student questions. 

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/9dfce8bb-ce0a-30fb-1443-587177a5e3d7.mp3

Step 9 Drink and Drugs 

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/6854c52a-c71f-b2cf-ca6e-2c4a23196e91.mp3

Step Ten : Motivation 

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/2a182a8f-ad25-1894-3174-f3162a221ed9.mp3

Step 11: A Balanced Social life 

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/0d815209-067c-6b4b-a2a8-891d3226fa8e.mp3

Conclusion

http://jacqueline300.audioacrobat.com/download/d0919695-2f04-d8f3-195e-5334049f402d.mp3
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My Story

I was born and raised in England. When I was eighteen 

years old, I left home and trained to be a nurse. As a 

surgical nurse, I loved the daily interaction with people, 

as well as the hustle and bustle of daily hospital life. 

However, I found there was never enough time to do 

what I really enjoyed and this was something that is very 

beneficial. What I really loved was ‘one on one’ 

conversation with the patients and their relatives.

After some soul searching, I decided to make a career change. I still wanted the daily interaction with 

people and to make a positive difference in their lives, but in a different way. At the time I didn’t know what 

exactly this different method would be. However, I thought studying psychology would be a good start. It 

was during my finial year of the psychology degree that I happened to be watching the Oprah show and one 

of her guests was a Life Coach. This was the first time I had heard about life coaching but thought that 

would be a perfect career for me. After a three year coach training programme, I started my private 

practice. Very quickly I received telephone calls from adults with ADHD asking if I would coach them. At 

the time, the only knowledge I had about Adult ADHD was from my psychology courses. However, I very 

quickly realized I loved working with this group of people. So, I read everything I could and educated 

myself about ADHD and developed a way to help my clients so that they saw astounding results.

Looking back, I realized all of my life experiences led to me this work, which I totally adore both from an 

educational perspective and my personal experience.  At the age of twenty-eight, I was diagnosed with 

‘severe dyslexia’. I find that being dyslexic, means I can relate to clients in a unique empathetic way. I had 

struggled through school, yet found my own ways to do tasks, sometimes consciously sometimes 

unconsciously. While dyslexia and ADHD are different conditions both ADHD and dyslexia leave those 

who have them feeling they are very different from other people. We are right brain dominant and this 

makes living in a world that is very left brain, a continuous challenge.

The good news is, we have special gifts and talents. Once the negative aspects are managed the positive 

attributes can shine through.
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How to Get Great Grades When You Have ADHD

Getting great grades when you have ADHD can be a challenge but with your ADHD brilliance and the 

techniques you’ll learn in this report, you will soon be soaring to success even if you have found school to 

be difficult in the past.

Studying when you have ADHD is challenging. For example, did you know that fewer adults with ADHD go 

to college than their non-ADD peers? And those that DO attend have a lower graduation rate? These are 

depressing stats, particularly because ADDers are just as intelligent as other students. Not getting a degree 

when you have the intelligence can lead to a life of frustration,anger and ultimately loss of confidence and 

self-esteem. The jobs that are available to you quickly become boring as they don't stimulate your creative 

mind. So you either change jobs regularly or get fired.

There are physical reasons why studying is hard when you have ADHD. They have nothing

to do with intelligence or lack of effort. ADHD affects how your executive functions (located

in the frontal lobes of the brain) operate. This means as a student you have:

• Difficulty concentrating (in class and writing papers etc)

• Difficulty remembering information

• Poor concept of time. You might miss classes, or not know how long a task will take

• Difficulty with forward planning, managing your course load and preparing for exams

• Lack of motivation for uninteresting tasks

• Difficulty getting started on projects and tasks

• Problems regulating concentration; difficulty concentrating and hyper-focusing.

•Moving from one task to another

• Communicating with others

• Being consistent with the quality of work you produce
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As well, going from a structured school environment, to a less structured college

environment where you have to manage your own time and be responsible for handing in

assignments on time without any reminders from teachers is a big problem.

I don't have ADHD, however I am severely dyslexic (which I discovered when I was 28).The time I spent in 

school and university definitely was the hardest of my life. However during those years I developed 

strategies that allowed me to graduate and become a nurse and later earn a degree in psychology. I used 

those same strategies to write my book, “Untapped Brilliance How To Reach Your Full Potential as an 

Adult with ADHD” and to write this report. Those are also the strategies that as an ADHD Coach I share 

with my ADHD clients so they can also have success with their studies.

Getting great grades when you have ADHD is a whole lifestyle. In this report I will share tips

and techniques for studying when you have ADHD. I’ll also show you how to minimize the

negative aspects of ADHD with diet, exercise and sleep so that you will be able to focus

and concentrate with ease. Being a successful student also means learning communication skills, time 

management skills and getting help that is available from school to accommodate your ADHD. All these 

skills stay with you after graduation help you to experience success in your chosen career .

So grab a cup of tea and sit in a comfortable chair as you learn how you can get great

grades when you are an ADHD student!
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Step One

Getting and Keeping Organized

Getting organized and staying organized is the key to being a successful ADHD student. In this section you 

will learn what you need to do be organized so that you can hand in assignments and projects on time. 

When you learn how to do this, it makes the difficult transition from a structured school regime to a less 

structured college regime more manageable. To be organized you need to set up your physical environment 

in a way that supports you.

Get a desk and comfortable chair so you can study at home . Think of this as your study headquarters. If 

you study in a coffee shop or library sometimes, take the study items you need with you. When you get back 

home, go straight to your desk and unpack everything, so everything is there for when you need it next. As 

well as a place to study, your desk is also where you can organize and plan your studies. Some students feel 

planning and organizing is a waste of time. They would rather use that time in actual study. However, 

organizing doesn’t take very long and it makes you feel in control and on top of all your studying tasks. 

Think of time spent organizing as an investment of time rather than an expenditure.

Near to your desk have book cases where you can keep your books for your current classes.

Essential Resources for success studying are

 A binder for every class + an additional one

 Bag (to take to your class)

 An agenda or schedule with a week on one page.

 Whiteboard ( attach it to the wall above your desk)

 A kitchen timer (keep it on your desk)

 Watch

 Index cards in different colours

 Alarms (alarm clock + alarm on your phone)
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Binders

Create a system where you have a separate binder for every class. Label each one accordingly and keep 

these near to your desk at all times. When you go to class, take just

one binder. This is your ‘going to class’ binder. Divide this binder into sections for each

class. When you are in class, go to that section of your binder and write notes, put in handouts, etc.. When 

you get back home, transfer your notes for the day into the appropriate binder. This system is great because 

even if you lose your ‘going to class’ binder the information you could lose is only from one day. It also 

means that you aren’t carrying around additional weight on your shoulder all day.

Bag

Have a bag to take to your classes. The bag should be big enough to hold books and one

binder. It could be a rucksack, sports bag, messenger bag or briefcase. Pick one you really

like. Don’t use a plastic bag though. It’s only a question of time before it is mistaken for

garbage by you or someone else.

Agenda

In your agenda or appointment book, write in all your classes in the day and time that they

take place. Do this for every week. If a class is 2 hours long, block 2 hours off in your

agenda. This helps you organize your time. When you look at your week you can see how

it is structured and can plan around these fixed times. If you arrange to meet a professor or student friends, 

get your agenda out and schedule these meetings around your classes. Many students ask if they can do this 

on their phones instead of a paper agenda. It’s a good question because you will always have your phone 

with you and carrying an agenda is just something else to remember. However, an agenda is best. ADDers 

struggle with time, both the passage of time and time management. They are also visual people. That is why 

seeing your whole week mapped out in one glance is so powerful.

In a different colour to your classes and appointments, write down when your assignments

are due and exam dates. This helps you to monitor how long you have until they are due.

Watching the days pass as you get closer to the due date helps create a sense of urgency

and provides motivation to study. This isn’t to panic you! It’s just to keep them fresh in your

mind. There is a tendency to think that you have ‘forever’ to write an assignment and then

before you know it the due date has been and gone.
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Whiteboard

Your whiteboard is like your project manager. Every time you are given an assignment,

write it on your write board. Then when you have written it AND handed it in you can wipe it

out. Using your whiteboard like this provides a constant visual reminder of the work you

need to do. It’s easy for things to slip your mind, but when you have everything listed above

your desk, you won’t forget anything and you will look forward to crossing them off, or wiping them off 

when they are done. Colour coding can be very helpful so give each class a colour (e.g., history = green) and 

write your assignments in the appropriate colour.

Timer

Timers are one of the most important tools you can have as a student. I have explained how

to use yours in the ‘homework’ section.

Watch

It doesn’t have to be a fancy one with lots of functions, just one you like the look of and that tells the time. 

Not many students wear watches, because if you need to know the time you check your phone. However, 

timing is important and many ADDers struggle with time management. Wearing a watch is an easy way to 

start understanding the passage of time. It also helps you be on time for classes and appointments.

Index Cards

If you are struggling to remember something important for a class, e.g., a definition, a

calculation or name, write it down on one side of the card and quiz yourself. You can carry

these cards around with you and pull them out when you have a few minutes to spare. It’s a

simple trick but really works.

Alarms

Start to set alarms! Set your alarm clock to wake you up and set alarms throughout the day

as reminders that you need to move on to another activity. If you need to leave from home at 9.30 a.m to be 

at a 10 a.m. class, then set an alarm for 9.30 a.m. You can set your alarm to remind you to go to bed, and 

when to leave a coffee date with friends. Alarms are the best way to ensure you move from one activity to 

another without being late. Although a lot of the time I say, “Don’t use your phone for this,” you CAN use 

your phone alarm!
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Step Two

How To Focus and Concentrate in Class

How to get to class – even if you don’t enjoy it!

Some students with ADHD learn best when they are in class. If you are like them, you

may like going to class and are nearly always motivated to get to your classes. Other students with ADHD 

find being in a class really challenging. If you are like them, you may feel restless, struggle to stay awake or 

find it hard to focus on what the lecturer is saying. You may feel it is a waste of time to go to class because 

you have go over all the information on your own afterwards anyway.

Whether or not you like learning in class, make a personal commitment to yourself that

you will attend all your classes. When you are a student, you can make up all sorts of reasons not to go to 

class. ‘The content is easy at the moment. I will go when it’s harder.’ ‘I didn’t get much sleep last night, one 

missed class won’t matter.’ However, not going to class is a slippery slope. If you don’t go to class in the 

beginning when the content is easy, it’s very hard to jump in when the content has started to get more 

tricky. Also you have no way of knowing when the content gets harder and it is usually too hard when you 

do attend.

As a student with ADHD you are going to class for more than the content of the lecture. So even if you do 

have to go over what was taught in class, attending isn’t a waste of time.

Reasons why it’s important to attend class

1) You get to know your fellow students which is important. If you are an introvert, you might not agree 

with me, but it is. When you make connections in class, you are more likely to attend your classes. If you 

have problems or don’t understand something, you can ask one of your friends. If you miss class for an 

important reason, a friend can share notes with you. Also on days when you really wish you didn’t have to 

go to class, knowing people are looking forward to seeing you will be the motivation to get you there.
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2) You can build up a relationship with your professor. When you have ADHD it is vital your professor 

knows who you are and that passing this class is important to you. You might accidentally forget to hand in 

a paper on time, or miss questions on an exam because you didn’t realize you had to turn the page over. If 

you have a relationship with your professor, he can help you out with these problems. But the professor 

needs to know you care about your class and one of the best ways you can demonstrate this is by attending 

class.

3) You know what homework is being set and when it is due. Then you can hand it in on time and get marks 

for it!

4) In some classes you get marks for attendance. Even if it is only a small percentage of your overall grade, 

those marks are still worth having.

5) When you are in class, your teacher will tell you vital information about what to include in an 

assignment, or which chapter to read and review for an upcoming test. This sort of information is priceless 

as it helps you to get good grades. If you miss class you miss this

opportunity.

How to focus in class

It might sound strange, but there are many things you can do to help yourself focus in class…outside of 

class. These include exercise and diet and other lifestyle factors…we will cover them shortly. Once you are 

in class here are some tips for you to stay alert.

1) Take notes. Taking notes will keep you awake, alert and will help jog your memory later.

2. Use a stress ball. When you squeeze a stress ball it helps you to focus, keeps you awake and if you are 

struggling to sit still it redirects your energy so you can be as still as a statue.

3) Accept how you are. Accept that your mind is going to wonder. When it does, simply bring your 

concentration back to the speaker. Don't be down on yourself. The more you criticize yourself for not 

paying attention, the worse you will feel and the less you will concentrate. Give yourself a pat on the back 

for the 50% you did listen to, rather than the 50% you didn't.
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4) Chew gum. Chewing gum used to be considered disrespectful. However research has found chewing 

gum has many advantages and the military use it to help with concentration and to relieve stress. It works 

in a similar way to using a stress ball in that when something distracting happens you can concentrate on 

the main event. Chewing also aids short term memory.

5) Sit at the front of the class. Sitting in the first row helps you to focus on what the teacher is saying 

because you can’t see what is happening in the rest of the class. Also, because you know the teacher can see 

you, you are less likely to do things like texting or checking Facebook

6) Ask and answer questions. Active learning is a great way to keep focused on what is

going on in class. When you are paying attention to what is taking place, not only is the time

in class more interesting, you are also more likely to remember the information if you are

engaged in it. This also makes revising for exams easier.
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Step Three

Writing assignments and Homework

Besides attending class, another vital part of being a student is writing papers and reviewing information 

for exams. Whether you are writing a paper or studying for exams,

the general principle is the same..

Use your Timer!

Go to your desk and set your kitchen timer for 30 minutes. If you are doing mentally challenging tasks 

(which studying is), 30 minutes is a good length of time. It is enough time to make progress on a project 

but not so long that you become bored and restless.

Using a timer is effective because it helps to play a little trick on your brain. If you think you

have to sit down and focus on a task for the next four hours, that is very daunting and so

you procrastinate. However, if you say, “I will just sit down for 30 minutes,” that seems

doable. When you have completed the first 30 minutes, your resistance to starting the task

has been broken. As our brain craves completion, you will naturally want to work for another 30 minutes.

When you first start using your timer, you may find that thoughts or worries of other tasks

pop into your mind. If this happens, jot down your thoughts in a note pad besides you. When the 30 

minutes are up, you can go back to your notebook and deal with anything you wrote down. You will find the 

more you use your timer, the less you think of other things while you are working on a task. Using the timer 

helps you to stay on task, and beat procrastination and feel less overwhelmed.

When the timer rings after 30 minutes, set it for 10 minutes and do something else that

involves moving. It could be making a cup of tea, or tidying your clothes off the floor or

going outside for a few minutes. But make sure you are physically moving around rather

than sitting down. This keeps your brain fresh because when you move around your dopamine is released.

The ten minute break acts as an additional benefit because even though you haven’t consciously been 

thinking about your studies your brain will have been working and when you return to your studies, you 

will often find you have the answer to a problem.
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Location, location location

When you are studying, location is key. You need an area with a desk and a comfortable

chair. It needs to be quiet with few distractions. When you have ADHD, every time you get distracted it 

takes you much longer than a non-ADDer to get back into gear and focus again.

Don’t study in your bed

Bed is not a good place for studying. There is a good chance you will fall asleep, especially

if you find your studies are boring. Plus, falling asleep while studying makes it more difficult

o sleep at night time.

Don’t study in front of the TV

Having background noise can help you study; however, because the TV is visual, it can be

very distracting and you find yourself watching the screen rather than studying.

Do listen to music

If you are someone who likes background noise, then music is a good option. Experiment

with different varieties. Even if you usually like pop or rock music, when you are studying

you might find classical or another kind of music helpful.

Do change your location

If you are really struggling to focus at your desk, moving to a different location is helpful.

You might try going to the library or coffee shop, for example.

Friends

Should you study with people or alone? It depends, both on you and on them. Some people with ADHD 

crave company and study better when other people are around. It helps them to stay focused and on task. If 

that is you, then studying with people can be productive. Some friends like to suggest studying together, 

when really they want to hang out. You chat, eat, listen to music, but never actually study. These are not 

good study friends, so be careful with who you study.
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Even if you like to study with people and you have good study friends, still mix things up. Try not to rely on 

studying with people. You always want to know you can count on yourself to get things done on your own 

without relying on other people’s company.

Study Routine

Get into a routine with your studying. I know you might shy away from routine, but it's

a great way to keep on top of your studies and not get overwhelmed. It also helps that

constant mental chatter about when to study, and stops procrastination. For example

you might decide to study from 6-9pm every weekday. In a very short time you will find if you are doing 

anything else besides studying during this time it feels wrong!

When you have set times to study, you have peace of mind as you know everything will get done. This in 

turn means you can enjoy the time when you are not studying.

Transitions

ADHD students find transitioning from one activity to the next difficult. To help you get into study mode, 

develop a "getting into gear" or transitional period. This signals to your brain

you are about to start studying. Just as you prepare to go to the gym by changing, stretching before 

beginning to exercise, the same is true for studying. For example your transitional period might be

1) Make a cup of tea; take it to your study area

2) Look at your white board and decide what you need to work on.

3) Create a plan

4) Think of a reward for when you have finished (call a friend; watch a TV show, etc.)

5) Set your timer for 30 minutes

6) Begin!!!

The first 10 to 15 minutes of private study are always the hardest. Break through that and

you will find that you are in the study groove.
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Break it down

ADDers can get overwhelmed when a task is very big. The best way to beat this feeling is

to break big tasks or projects into smaller ones. For example: If you have an assignment

you could break into the following

 Introduction

 Point 1

 Point 2

 Point 3

 Conclusion

 Flesh out the plan

 Complete rough draft

 Complete final draft

 Hand in to teacher

 Celebrate!

When you have finished each section put a checkmark beside it with a big red pen. Little things like that 

give you a sense of accomplishment and motivate you to continue with the next step.
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Active learning. 

Active learning not only makes studying a lot more interesting, it also helps you remember the information. 

Here are a few ways to experiment with active learning

1) When you are reading, ask yourself questions and try to find the answer in the text.

2) Link it to information you already know.

3) Summarize what you just learned to a friend, or even your dog. By trying to articulate what you 

learned helps you to realize what you know and you need to go over again.

4) Draw a mind map. Mind maps can be a great tool to organize your information.

Reward yourself. 

Give yourself rewards for studying a set amount of time, or handing a paper in on the due date, or for 

sitting a test. Rewards will vary depending on the task and what you consider a reward. This helps keep you 

motivated even when the work you are doing is boring or difficult.
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Exams

When it is time to write exams, many people find they are able to focus quite well because

adrenaline keeps them on task. However, there are other things you can do to help you focus and 

concentrate.

Student Accommodations Because you have ADHD, you may be offered the chance to take your exam in a 

quiet room. It is less stressful to be in a quiet room than to be in a big hall with lots of people and with 

fewer distractions.

Take a few minutes to exercise before you enter the exam room. That will get all parts of your brain 

activated.

Chewing gum can help in these situations, for the reasons listed earlier.

Check how many pages are in the exam, before you start answering any question, to be sure you do not 

miss a page or two.

Scan through the whole exam before you start answering any questions, so that different

parts of your creative ADHD brain can be percolating on all the questions even while your

hyper-focus brain can concentrate on one question at a time.

Give yourself   time checks   so you notice when the time is half up and three-quarters up. You could set an 

alarm or ask the exam moderator to tell when you are halfway and three quarters of the way into the exam. 

This helps to break the trance in case you are hyper-focused and forgetting about the time.
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Step Four

How to get support for your ADHD from your School

When you get to college or university, visit your Office for Students with Disabilities or

Centre for Students with Disabilities. Each student centre has a slightly different name,

but they all carry out the same function which is to offer help and support to students

with learning difficulties. Don’t feel shy, embarrassed or too proud to visit. When you go find out what help 

they offer students and what would be helpful to you. For example, one service that is often offered is a 

scribe or note taker for your classes. However, if you are good at taking notes then this isn’t a service that 

you need to use. ADHD affects everyone differently.

If going to make this inquiry is hard for you, remember your overall goal is to get good grades in college 

and seeking help will make it easier for you to do this. Each school differs in how and what they offer, but 

the standard services that are often offered are

 A note taker for all your classes

 A quiet room in which to take the exam

 Permission to record classes

 Early registration of classes

 Extended time for in-class assignments

 Extra time for taking exams
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When you get accommodations such as these, your grades will almost certainly improve. Research and 

studies have proved this. Personally I found this true. When I was studying psychology I was able to take 

my exams in a private room and get extra time. The first time I took an exam with these accommodations, 

my mark shot up from a C to an A. When the results came I really couldn’t believe it. I hadn’t done anything 

else differently! After that I was a big fan of accommodations!

Some students feel the extra help puts them at an advantage compared to other students or they don’t 

deserve the help. Neither is true. When you have ADHD and or other learning difficulties, you are at a 

disadvantage and the accommodations help to make things equal.

Before your school gives you accommodations they need to see your diagnosis of ADHD in writing from the 

person or organization that diagnosed you. The diagnosis needs to have been carried out in the last four 

years. If you haven’t had a diagnosis carried out recently, get one done as soon as possible.

School and college are very different. The work you are asked to do at college is academically harder. So 

even if you didn’t have special accommodations at school, be open minded about using them now.

Don’t wait until you start getting low grades or failing a course before you visit the student centre. Setting 

up accommodations can take time, so it is best to have all the paperwork organized and set up at the 

beginning rather than wait until you are upset and stressed.

Once everything has been set up, the student centre will give you a letter or document to show your 

professors. This is good because it gives you an opportunity to introduce yourself to them at the beginning 

of the semester.

If you have any problems with your professor and the accommodations, go back to your student centre. 

They are on your side. Remember it is your legal right to get accommodations.
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Learning differences

About 40 percent ADHDer also have a learning disability. Approximately 20 percent have dyslexia and 

some ADHD adults have more than one learning disability. Learning differences cause difficulties when 

reading, writing, performing calculations as well as visual or auditory perception. Learning disabilities have 

an effect on how the brain receives, processes, analyzes and stores information. Some learning disabilities 

affect concentration and focus (which of course is already a problem when you have ADHD).

These difficulties are present when someone is using their native language and there are no physical 

problems receiving information such as hearing and visual problems.

People with a learning disability learn at a slower speed than their peers. This, in turn, can affect university 

grades. If you have already been diagnosed with a learning disability, make sure to tell the people at the 

Student Centre for Disabilities so that they have all the relevant information about you.

Sometimes learning disabilities don’t become noticeable to you until you are put in

a more challenging learning situation such as university. So at any time while you are at university and you 

feel like you are struggling with something more than ADHD, contact your Student Centre and they will be 

able to advise you on how to get a diagnosis. It is always best to know exactly what you are dealing with.

You also might consider finding a tutor who specializes in your learning difference. Make sure your tutor is 

both good at the job and has a personality that suits yours.
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Step Five

Why treating and managing your ADHD is more important than ever before

Being a student is probably the hardest thing you will have to do in your life time. So it’s important to take 

extra good care of yourself and treat and manage your ADHD. Most students when they go to college don’t 

make self-care a priority. In fact, they really put

their bodies to the test. They don’t eat well (hence freshman 15), stop exercising, drink

more alcohol than they ever have before, possibly experiment with drugs and cigarettes.

Also, their sleep habits may become irregular.

Unfortunately, as a student with ADHD, these classic student habits will make your ADHD much worse 

and as a result make studying exceptionally hard. However please don’t feel you are missing out on 

anything. You can enjoy your student days just as much without Falling into bad habits.

Four years ago, I wrote the book Untapped Brilliance: How to reach your full potential as an

adult with ADHD, which has helped thousands of adults with ADHD all around the world. In this student 

guide I am going to go walk you through the first five steps of Untapped Brilliance, because they provide a 

foundation to treat and manage your ADHD naturally and

will make studying much easier.

1) Take an Omega 3 supplement

Omega 3 is one of the most important nutrients for your brain to function to its optimum capacity because 

it increases your neurotransmitters. One of the key neurotransmitters for an adult with ADHD is 

dopamine. When dopamine levels are reduced, your attention span is also reduced. By consuming more 

Omega 3 through diet and with a supplement, you can increase your attention capacity!

Taking Omega 3 is the easiest thing you can do to help your ADHD. If you start taking Omega 3 today, all 

the other actions I suggest in this guide will be much easier to carry out. Let me share with you this 

example of how powerful Omega 3 is. I work with many ADHD students, and Omega 3 is the easiest thing 

to do and it has the biggest results.
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2) Healthy ADHD Diet

Eating a healthy diet can be challenging even for the most organized person with loads of

free time. So for a student with ADHD, consuming a healthy diet is an extra challenge.

The following guidelines are for an ADHD diet that has proven very effective. You will have more mental 

energy, clarity of thought, focus and increased attention, less emotional turbulence and less anxiety.

Here are the guidelines:

Eat

1) Whole foods (not processed)

2) Brown not white rice, pasta and bread

3) Omega 3, from natural sources (e.g., fish, rather than foods than have added them artificially)

4) Good quality protein, (fish, chicken and eggs, rather than processed meat, hot dogs)

Avoid

Sugar ( gives you a high and then a low, zapping your energy)

Simple Carbohydrates, (white bread, white pasta, etc., acts the same as sugar)

Do

Eat Protein with every meal, particularly breakfast

Eat regularly throughout the day, 3 meals and 2 snacks (brain stays fully nourished)

Drink water

Drink caffeine in moderation

Don’t

Feel discouraged if you have a bad food day!
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A typical day might look like this

Breakfast

Glass of Water

Scrambled eggs

Wholemeal toast

1 apple

Cup of coffee

Morning Snack

Hand cup of Almonds

1 orange

Glass of water

Lunch

Tuna (from a tin)

Salad

Wrap.

Glass of water

Afternoon Snack

Hummus

Red pepper chopped into slices

Glass of water

Supper

Grilled Chicken

Stir fried veggies

Brown rice

Glass of water
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3) Daily Exercise

Exercise 30 minutes aerobic exercise (running, biking, rowing, fast walking and swimming), every day. 

When you exercise there is an increase in the blood and oxygen levels in the brain. This increases 

endorphin and acetylcoholine levels, which help ease ADHD symptoms. This in turn helps you focus, 

experience greater mental alertness, and have a sense of calm.

Many students feel that they shouldn’t be spending their time exercising when they have

studying to do. However exercise actually increases productivity. Billionaire ADHDer

Richard Branson says that on days he exercises, he has four extra hours of productivity

Exercise also improves learning and academic results. For example, when a school in

Naperville included daily exercise in their students’ curriculum, weight loss problems went

down and academic achievements went up.

Exercise also allows you to focus on the task at hand. If you don’t believe me, try this

experiment next time you are sitting down trying to focus on a task, but just can’t. Get up

and do 30 push ups or go for a run around the block. Now, sit down again. I bet you are

able to focus and get that task done in record breaking time! This is because brain activities

(like focusing and paying attention) are fed with oxygen and aerobic exercise increases the

amount of oxygen in the brain.

Pick an exercise that is fun for you. Go running, join a gym, take up a martial art or join a

swim team. Then do it every day.

4) Meditation

Meditation may seem like a contradiction in terms for someone who has ADHD. However,

meditation is very beneficial as it quiets and focuses the mind. Meditation helps to increase

concentration, decrease impulsivity and increase cognitive functioning.
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Here are my eight steps to meditating

1) Find somewhere quiet where you will not be disturbed.

2) Sit down. You don't have to sit in a lotus position. It’s fine to sit in a chair with your feet on the ground 

and your hands in a comfortable position on your lap.

3) Close your eyes.

4) Inhale slowly and deeply.

5) Exhale slowly and deeply.

6 Think about different parts of your body – from your toes up to the top of your head – and concentrate on 

letting each of them relax fully.

7) Clear your mind of your thoughts. It’s hard to think of absolutely nothing, so think of a word such as 

“peace” or “love” and repeat that word slowly during your meditation.

8) When other thoughts intrude, don't get upset, just let them float away and gently bring yourself back to 

your focal point.
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5) Sleep

Getting enough sleep when you are a student can be a challenge because there are always

so many more interesting things to do – partying for example! ADDers are also apt to pull a

few all-nighters near exam time. There are physical reasons why adults with ADHD have problems with 

sleep. For example, studies found the release of melatonin (the sleep hormone) is delayed in people with 

ADHD compared to the rest of the population. That is why it is particularly easy for you as an ADHD 

student to develop a semi nocturnal sleeping habit.

Also the companion conditions that are often present for a person with ADHD – anxiety,

worry, stress and depression – make the transition into sleep and staying asleep

challenging.

ADHD adults often other experience other conditions that affect sleep – like teeth grinding,

sleep apnea and restless leg syndrome. In addition, behaviors such as procrastination, time management 

issues and hyperfocus can make going to bed physically difficult for the

ADDer.

When you are living alone or with other students, it is harder to keep a strict bedtime. If you

live with your parents or people that have to get to work every day at 9 a.m., then going to

bed before 12 midnight is the norm. However, as a student your boundaries are more

flexible so here are 12 tips to get a good night’s sleep.

1) Think of a realistic bedtime, and go to bed at the same time each night.

2) Wake up at the same time each morning, even at the weekend.

3) Don’t nap during the day.

  

4) Remember to exercise on a regular basis but not too close to bedtime. Physical exercise will make your 

body more tired and your sleep more soundly.

5) Do not drink caffeine after 3pm.

6) Do not smoke or drink alcohol. (alcohol increases the chance of you waking up in the night)
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7)Take up meditation, and practice it for a few minutes in the evening.

8) Create your own bedtime routine, to send messages to your body and mind that you are winding down. 

This might include a bath, a cup of herbal tea, or glass of milk (calcium relaxes the body)

9)Turn off your TV and computer 2 hours before bedtime.

10) Have a fan, radio, or white noise machine if you find you need some noise to aid you falling asleep.

11)Think about which activities cause you to hyper-focus or really stimulate you. Then make a conscious 

effort to avoid them 2 hours before your ideal bedtime.

If you would like to learn about these steps in greater detail you can simply click 

http://untappedbrilliance.com/adhd-book
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Step Six

Managing ADHD characteristics: Depression Anxiety and Worry,

Depression

As many as 16 to 30 per cent of adults with ADD experience a major depression and 20 to 37 per cent 

experience mild depression. Which is a much higher rate than the rest of the population If you feel 

depressed, it is very important to visit a doctor and get your depression treated.

Counseling and medication are both very effective ways to treat depression. Depression can affect your 

studies as it’s hard to motivate yourself to do things like private study if you have no internal drive or 

energy. You might also turn to unhealthy activities like drinking or overeating because they help you in the 

moment to feel better. Depression is a term that is used a lot these days, when really people mean they feel 

a bit sad or blue. However you need to take your depression seriously as it can result in self harm or even 

suicide.

Anxiety

About 50 percent of adults with ADHD also have an anxiety disorder. An anxiety disorder could be 

Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD), Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD), Panic Disorder, Social 

phobia or specific phobias such as fear of flying or fear of spiders, etc. When you have both ADHD and 

anxiety, it intensifies low self-esteem, increases stress and problems with cognition such as memory. That 

isn’t good news when you are a student because you need all your cognitive powers to be ‘tip top’.

Being a student with ADHD is stressful and I have worked with many students whose anxiety has affected 

their grades. For example, some students experienced so much anxiety that they couldn’t go to class or start 

writing a paper. Anxiety can be treated, and all of the self-care items we identify for managing ADHD also 

work for anxiety. However for something that will help you in the moment when you are feeling anxious, 

try this 5 minute video. It walks you through an EFT tapping exercise to reduce anxiety.

http://budurl.com/zu84
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EFT or Emotional Freedom Technique releases emotional blocks that stand between you and good health. 

It is a type of psychological acupressure that uses the same energy meridians as acupuncture. If you are a 

little bit skeptical, I totally understand. I am a nurse and like many people who are used to traditional 

western medicine, ‘energy meridians’ do sound strange at first. However, just because something sounds 

strange to us, doesn’t mean it doesn’t work!

The combination of tapping and a positive voice helps clear your anxiety and allows you to continue your 

day. If you experience a lot of anxiety, try the tapping every day in the morning, plus at times during the 

day when you feel anxious. You will notice a big difference.

Worry

ADHD adults worry more than the average person, because they are smart and imaginative and use that 

imagination to conjure up worst case scenarios . Like most human traits, a small dose of worrying can be 

helpful. It prompts you to think of a possible situation and plan how to deal with it. However, too much 

worrying sucks all the enjoyment out of life.

Worry is a habit and can be changed.

1) Use your imagination to focus on what you DO want rather than what you don’t want.

Don’t think of yourself failing an exam, instead picture yourself hearing the news that you got 85%. 

Visualize this happy scenario, think what you would be wearing, who you are with, how you feel and what 

you will do to celebrate. When you flip the situation around like that, it makes you feel happier in the 

moment.

2) Share your worry. There is something about vocalizing your worries out loud that makes them shrink to 

normal proportions. When you are worried, there is nothing better than connecting with another person. 

Plan B, if there isn’t another human being around, saying your worry aloud is still very helpful. It also has 

that shrinking effect.

3) Write down everything you are worrying about on one side of the paper. Then on the other side, write 

down the action you can do towards each worry. Taking control over your worries and taking action is both 

empowering and freeing.
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4) Be present. This can be hard when you have ADHD. Yet, if you notice you are repeatedly worrying about 

if you locked the front door decide to get present when you perform this activity. Notice yourself closing the 

door, putting your key in the lock, and turning it. More powerful still is to talk aloud as you are doing it, 

sort of a running commentary. Doing and speaking about the action at the same time helps you to 

remember that your door is definitely locked.

5) Just focus on today. Don’t let your mind wander into the future. Most of our worries are about an event 

in the future and may actually never happen. So by living one day at a time, most worries can be avoided.
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Step Seven

Communication skills

Communication skills are a key component for your student success. You need to

communicate with your professors, Office for Students with Disabilities staff, possibly a

doctor and other students so that you can get the best grades possible. Many ADDers are shy and find 

talking to people, particularly people in positions of authority, hard. However, even if you feel nervous and 

shy, still approach these people and start a conversation. The professionals want you to do well too, and 

will want to help you whenever they can. Fellow students could also be shy. Even whose people who seem 

happy and confident can be shy too, but they might be better at hiding it.

Don’t let the feeling of shyness stop you from talking to people. It’s easy to shrink away not put yourself in a 

position where you need to talk. However embrace that shy feeling and talk anyway. The more you 

approach people and talk to them, the easier it will become for you. If you like to read. Here are two great 

books that will help you.

Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway by Susan Jeffers

How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie

Another brilliant way at overcoming shyness and speaking to people is to join Toastmasters. Toastmasters 

is a worldwide organization that teaches people to speak in

public. It also helps you to think on your feet and say what you want to say at any given moment. Thinking 

of things you wished you had said 10 minutes later is a thing of the past!.

Toastmasters helps you with all things social, including skills and confidence. Your college or university 

might have a Toastmasters Chapter on campus, or you could join one in your community.

To find a local Toastmasters visit www.toastmasters.org

As well as feeling shy there are some common communication problems people with ADHD often have. I 

have listed them below and some possible solutions.
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A Two Way Process

Communication is a two-way process and you want your companion to feel heard and feel special, Try to 

make eye contact to the person you are talking to.

Stay on topic

If someone is talking about one subject, try to stay on that subject before jumping to the

next. A distraction might mean you don’t pay attention to what is being said. If you find your

mind wandering off, try to keep involved what is happening. You might ask the speaker a

few questions, or paraphrase they said, just to stay on track.

The importance of listening

Interrupting when the person is speaking can be perceived as you not being interested in

what they have to say. If you want to say something, and it accidentally pops out of your

mouth simply say ‘I’m sorry I interrupted. Please carry on’

Think before speaking

Voicing your opinions without thinking how it could be perceived by the other person can be

considered rude. If you sense they were hurt or offended, a simple apology will usually

smooth things over.

Allow the conversation to flow

Don’t feel responsible for keeping the entire conversation running smoothly. Gaps of silence are a normal 

part of any conversation. Feeling the responsibility to keep the conversation going is very tiring. The other 

person might just need a few seconds to gather their thoughts before they begin their sentence.

Recognize non-verbal clues

Learn to read non-verbal communication signs. Consider getting a book or doing a quick

google search. This will help you understand the nonverbal messages you are sending to

others as the signals they are sending you. An obvious one is if someone looks at their

watch or is heading towards the door it means they are ready to leave and it is your cue to

wind down the conversation.
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Step 8

Common student questions.

In this section I wanted to cover some common questions and concerns that ADHD

students ask.

Student job?

If it is at all financially possible, don’t get a job during term time. When you have ADHD,

studying and getting good grades takes much more time and energy than it does for

other students. Studying is stressful. If you add a work schedule into the mix then you have less time and 

energy to study and your grades will suffer. If you really want to work, then getting a job just in the 

summers is a good compromise.

It is nice to have some money that you earned yourself. By putting your energy into studying now you will 

be able to get a well-paying job in the future.

How many classes to take?

If the standard is four classes then you might consider taking three per semester. Giving yourself that extra 

bit of time to focus on fewer classes means you will get better grades and have a less stressful time during 

your student years. It does mean that your degree will take longer. However, if you were taking the full 

course load and failing courses, you would still have to stay on longer and you would have the low grades 

and failures to handle.

One thing to bear in mind about taking fewer courses per semester is that it might affect things like student 

loans. However, because you have ADHD, and depending on your school, this could be one of the 

accommodations you get. Speak to your Student Office for more information on this.

Summer classes?

Summer classes are great for people with ADHD! Usually they are more intensive over a shorter period 

than regular classes. For example they may be three hours a day, three days a week for four weeks, then an 

exam and you are done. Because you don’t have to juggle several courses at once, you can just focus on one 

subject and get great grades!
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Small classes

ADHD students usually do very well in small classes . Depending on the size of your college, the class sizes 

differ. However if you can choose, pick a class that is small. A couple of reasons why small is best is. It is 

easier to build up a relationship with your professor, and a small class is less intimidating to active 

participation.

Time of Day

When you are choosing your classes, notice what time of day the classes are. Many

ADHD students find it very hard to wake up early. So an early class, perhaps at 8.30

a.m. or 9.a.m., is hard for them to attend. Plus, even if they do manage to wake up

and be there in person, they are still pretty groggy so the information of the class isn’t

registering. If at all possible, it is better to pick a class later in the day.

Back to Back Classes

Your brain could really do with a little break between classes. Try not to pick classes

that are back to back.

Professors

Each professor has his or her own personality and teaching style. If you find a professor

whose teaching style you like, take more classes with them. ADHD is less about attention and more about 

motivation, so if you find a teacher that you enjoy, that will motivate you and you will get better grades.

Some professors are very accommodating to ADHD and others are less so. If you hear

of ones that are good, it would be worth taking a class with them.
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Step 9

Drink and Drugs!

As a student, you want to enjoy yourself and embrace everything about being a student.

Very often that means going to parties and student bars. A word of caution though. As

an ADHD student who wants great good grades and to go through college, there are

some things you should be aware of.

Marijuana

Adults with ADD often use marijuana to self-medicate. They enjoy the calm feeling and the

relief from anxiety, worry, depression that it provides. It can also act as a sleep aid. Many of

my clients say that when they smoke marijuana it makes them feel ‘normal’. However, while smoking 

marijuana gives the illusion of making you feel better, it actually makes your ADHD worse. It reduces your 

ability to learn and remember (which are both key to successful studying). It also negatively affects your 

motivation and increases procrastination. It makes you distracted and depressed. This is particularly bad 

news as it means you smoke more to block out the pain. Your sleep pattern is also negatively affected. 

Keeping a sleep schedule that is in line with the rest of the population is already challenging when you have 

ADHD. Smoking pot really throws the pattern off even further.

ADHD researcher Rachel Gittleman-Klein advises adults and children with ADHD not to try

marijuana, ever. It gives you such a sense of calmness while at the same time the ability to

mentally fantasize. That combination is so irresistible to the ADHD brain you will want to

keep on using it.

Drinking

While drinking is a lot more socially acceptable than smoking marijuana, it can still be

dangerous to ADDers. Binge drinking is common in student life and poor impulse control of

ADDers expatiates this. Binge drinking is very harmful to the body, both to your short and

long term health. When you drink you have fewer inhibitions and put yourself in dangerous

situations you wouldn’t dream of if you were sober. Also hangovers make you feel

depressed, tired and less likely to exercise and eat healthy food which helps your ADHD.

Drinking is part of student life, but if you do drink, do so in very small amounts.
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Step Ten

Motivation

Sometimes while you are studying you will find that it’s really hard and you don’t want to

continue. I know that feeling! When I was two years into my psychology degree, with two

more years ahead of me, I felt like it was never ending. Just mounds of studying to do for

another two years. Different people feel like this at different times of their studies. Don’t give

up! You just need to renew your enthusiasm. Here are some tips to get you through.

Read autobiographies of people who faced big personal challenges. You can get huge

strength when you learn what people have endured, from health crises to war. The human

spirit is so strong. Here are a few of my favourites

It’s Not About the Bike. Lance Armstrong

The Glass Castle by Jeannette Walls

The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank

Why Be Happy When You Could be Normal by Jeanette Winterson

Watch movies that inspire you. 

If you find one that you love you can watch it again and again.

Visualize yourself with a degree.

I would visualize myself in a gown walking across the stage to shake the principles hand.

This simple thing really energized and motivated me. I also planned to have a family party

to celebrate my degree. I would picture who would be there and what we would eat. When I

graduated we had the family party was the day after my degree ceremony and it was every

bit as wonderful as I had imagined... champagne and cake never tasted so good :)

Motivate yourself

The family party really motivated me, but pick something that motivates you. One of my

clients loved to travel, so he planned to take a trip to Thailand when he graduated. When he

would get the study blues he would go online and plan details of his trip.

Studying is hard, but there are ways to give yourself a jolt of enthusiasm again.
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Step 11

A Balanced Social life

In order to lead a healthy well balanced life, it is important to have some special people in your life. This 

makes you feel connected, loved and cared for. We all need human connections to thrive and be the best we 

can be in the world. Humans are social beings and so making time for people in your life is a necessity not a 

luxury.

Some people with ADHD do very well in social settings. They have highly developed social skills and love 

being with people. If this is you, your challenge as a student is to balance your social life and not let it take 

over you so there's no time to study. Even though it is much more fun to be with people, it is vital you carve 

time out to study. Your agenda or appointment calendar will help you will this as you will see on paper 

exactly how much time you are spending with people rather than studying. Create some rules for yourself. 

Such as only go out two nights a week on nights when you don’t have class the next day. You could also use 

socializing as a reward when you have completed your homework.

Another ADHD group doesn’t do well in social situations and finds them really difficult. If this is you, even 

though it’s a challenge for you, it is important that you interact with people sometimes. It keeps you healthy 

and will ultimately help you to get good grades. Keep in touch with your old friends (Facebook is great for 

this) as well as making new friends. If you struggle to make friends with people you meet in class, try 

joining a group that is centered around one of your interests. For example if you like chess or books, join a 

chess or book club. See what activities your school offers and join at least one. Aim for two social activities

a week.

When you leave school and go to college it is an exciting new adventure. Like all adventures there are fun 

and enjoyable aspects, a huge learning curve, developing new practical skills as well as internal 

characteristics, lots of ‘firsts’ and of course some unpleasant things that you wish you didn’t have to do. As 

an ADHD student, you face all the challenges that other students have AND some additional ones too 

related directly to your ADHD. . If you have any questions about your personal struggles and challenges 

being an ADHD Student please email me at Jacqueline@untappedbrilliance.com
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CONGRATULATIONS!!! 

You now have all the information you need to get good grades!!!

Once you have implemented all these suggestions you will find your student days are enjoyable and 

rewarding. If however during times of stress you forget or stop doing all or some of the steps, don’t be upset 

with yourself. This is completely normal. When you realize this has happened simply start implementing 

the steps again.

Happy Studying!
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Special For You

Feel like you need help applying the strategies and tips in this sleep guide to your life?

Then I have a special gift for you!

50% off an individual coaching session with me, Jacqueline Sinfield.

All you need to do is go to this secret link, that is only available to readers of this Study report and 

you can claim your discount.

 http://budurl.com/7utw 
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